New Vintage: A Medieval Feast for the Senses

Big Mouth Society is pleased to open our 2019-2020 season with an immersive sensory experience. Peek into the intricate workings of a medieval mind through a collection of stunning, virtuosic, and rarely heard instrumental and vocal music performed on hand-made instruments, along with a colorful collection of photographic images from precious manuscripts. Your olfactory and gustatory senses will be satisfied by a medieval scent and spice bar and a tasting of famous medieval recipes. This event will be hosted at the stunning gallery space, VESSEL by Eýn Vas, in the vibrant Buckman neighborhood.

Seating for this program is limited to 50 persons per show. All tickets will be sold online in advance of this performance. Ticket pricing for Big Mouth Society events is typically pay-as-you-can, and we encourage audience members to pay a ticket price equivalent to their hourly wage.

Performers:
Emily Lau, curator, voice, and percussion | Jen Milius, voice
Aage Nielsen, douçaine, voice | Ben Neubauer, vielle, voice

Date and time:
September 14, 2019 | 5PM & 8PM

Venue:
VESSEL by Eýn Vas, 1227 SE Stark St, Portland, OR 97214